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Sustainable High Growth to Catch Up with G7
•Technical condition for high income status = a G7 level 

of labour productivity, that keeps up with the growth 
rate of it in G7
•Economic accounting requirements for high 

productivity
1.High capital-labor ratio (both physical and human 

capital)
2.High technology level
3.High degree of efficiency in production and 

exchange & high degree of social trust
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Malaysia already knows many elements of the High-
Growth Policy Package e.g. 

•Najib Razak called for a New Economic Model (NEM) in April 
2009 when he become PM. New Economic Policy (NEP) 
instruments were causing the rates of capital flight and brain 
drain to be amongst highest in the world  à NEM unveiled in 
March 2010 had much fewer changes than many earlier 
expectations
• Continued high budget allocations to education & Continual 

roll-out of education blueprints to improve education outcomes 
& Hyper-active World Talent Recruitment Program à still no 
Critical Mass to power knowledge-led growth, education still a 
critical mess (PISA scores, patents received, university ranking) 
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Where can new economic dynamism come from? 
• Likely, no significant changes in “reform” agendas (average annual growth rate of 7.7 

% in 1970-1997 versus 4.7 % in 2001-2019) until the Bumiputera community is 
assured that
Øthese “reforms” do not compromise the NEP objectives of a fair share of wealth to 

the Bumiputera community, and elimination of poverty in all if its dimensions; and
Øthese new reforms will strengthen incentive for domestic investors, increase 

retention of Malaysian talent, and improve efficiency economy-wide so much that 
an equitable win-win outcome is guaranteed (“a rising tide raises all ships).

• Malaysia can generate additional economic dynamism by
ØIncreasing new business formation, especially in SME sector, with financial sector 

reform that allows small and medium banks
ØInvesting in modern infrastructure like an extensive 5G network and a high-speed 

train line that goes from Singapore to Alor Setar
ØStrengthening educational and R&D performance by fully mobilizing private 

education institutions to compete with public institutions on a level-playing field
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Where can new economic challenges come from? Certainly, from the 
outside (as well as the inside)

• “Race to Zero” in EU, North America and Northeast Asia versus Implicit “Brace 
for Zero” attitude in most developing countries. EU-North America-Northeast 
Asia will impose imports on goods from policies with weak climate action 
policies à environmental-driven competitiveness.  
ØSelf-interest of Malaysia to now start serious preparation for carbon 

neutrality to ensure lowest cost of doing so. <Sunway University is 
coordinating a 7-nation ASEAN Green Future project to identify optimum 
nation-specific pathways to decarbonization.>

• The new rapidly escalating US-China geo-strategic competition with trade war as 
first manifestation.  
ØDefuse this potential crisis by strengthening multilateralism and regionalism 

e.g. United Nations agencies and core ASEAN cohesion to ensure freedom of 
shipping in South China Sea and of flights over its air space

ØMiddle level US-China tension is best à cheap loans from both, BRI & ADB
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Pandemic Action Program: Enlightened Self-interests in Action
• More more alert to disease shocks and to act decisively early AND inclusively: 

Permanent rise in allocation to public health budget, monitoring of health globally, 
targeted stringent lockdowns and border checks, healthy living conditions and 
healthcare for foreign workers …. 
• Differentiate between economic management in normal times and economic 

management in emergency times: Task is disaster relief not usual macro-stimulus 
because output collapse is initiated by administrative shutdown of supply-side and not 
by a collapse in aggregate demand. Emergency central bank loans for disaster relief 
that are to be written off. Widen budget deficit, and print money more freely as every 
other country in the world is unintentionally engaging in competitive devaluation. Pro-
poor and pro-SME targeting for fiscal relief
• Emergency income distribution measures: legally-required write-off of (or discounts 

on) rents, and interest payments especially by SMEs; extending subsidized medical 
services to poor and to foreign workers
• Enhanced international cooperation: For example, health (WHO, COVAX); minimum 

global tax on capital to enable financing of adequate healthcare …..
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Please send me your comments & 
Come work with JCI-JS on the ASEAN GREEN 

FUTURE project

Write to me: wtwoo@sunway.edu.my

Thank You!
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